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Parkland Art Gallery features new exhibit
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Communication major JoJo Rhinehart admires a series of portraits on display at the Parkland Art Gallery’s current exhibition, “Shift” on Nov. 12, 2012.
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Ted Setterlund
Staff Writer
Since the opening of
Parkland’s Art Gallery in 1981,
it has provided hundreds of
exhibits involving the arts,
including photography and
painting.
Its newest exhibition, which
opened on November 12, is
called “Shift.”
The several portraits in the
exhibition detail a manipulation
of a certain shot, or adjusting
parts of the portrait to make it
different.
For example, an exhibit by
Bruce Checefsky was finished
by taking simple, normal

portraits and jamming it
through a paper scanner.
Lisa Costello, the director of
the Art Gallery, said, “The art
gallery does many different
types of exhibitions and we try
to include different types of
artwork. So we have solo, two
person and group exhibitions.”
“Sometimes we ask someone
to curate an exhibition so
that we have a new and fresh
perspective. I thought it would
be great to have Peggy Shaw
curate a photography show.”
“We have a lot of photo classes
and there is a lot of really
interesting work that is being
produced in contemporary
photography. If you pick up
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President Barack Obama speaks during his first press conference
since winning re-election in the East Room of the White
House on November 14, 2012 in Washington, DC.

With the election done and over, the question
surrounding both campaigns is whether or not
either competitor can really create a change for
the country and make it prosper once again?
The country came together on Tuesday,
November 6 and ultimately decided between
the current president, Barack Obama and the
challenger, Mitt Romney.
Both men had strong campaigns in the topics
of health care and economic issues, among
others. These are topics that are concerning
America and topics that, if dealt with, can make
the country flourish once again.
Obama won in commanding fashion gaining
332 electoral votes to Romney’s 206, with 270
electoral votes needed to win. After Obama’s
previous debates not going as he planned,
people were wondering if he could manage the
country for another term or if Romney would
win handily. That was not the case. In fact, the
exact opposite happened.
Obama won 26 states in the process, some of
which he was not projected to win. Two of these
were Massachusetts and Wisconsin, which were

- Advertising Linda Tichenor
(217) 351-2206
prospectusads@parkland.edu
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exhibitions and programming
are for the students as well as
the community.”
“So we started working on
the project about a year ago
and she started doing research
about the artists and looking
at artwork that she thought
would be informative and also
work that really spoke to her,”
Costello explained.
Another event in the gallery
that one may look forward
to is a series of photographs
called the “Eden Project.”
Constructed by Dana Fritz,
professor in the Department
of Art and Art History at
the University of NebraskaLincoln, it explorers life in and
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around a series of biospheres.
One portrait that is part of
the “Eden Project” is called
“Banana Conveyor,” which
shows a forest-like area inside
a biosphere showing a sack of
bananas on a conveyor belt,
hence the name of the portrait.
Another series of pieces
to look at in the gallery are
selected photographs from
the “Minor Planets Series” by
Michael Sherwin, assistant
professor of photography and
inter-media at West Virginia
University. The photographs
depict little rocks from planets
that reflect on the planet itself.
See ART on P. 2

Students hope for change
with election outcome

Full Story - Page 7

Contact

any contemporary art journal
you will find new photography.
So it is a fascinating field right
now,” she explained.
Costello also talked about
Shaw’s
involvement
with
the exhibition. “Peggy Shaw
teaches both photography and
video at Parkland and I thought
she would do a terrific job
selecting artwork and putting
together a stellar exhibit that
reflects what is happening in
photo.”
“Because
Peggy
Shaw
is faculty and is also a
practicing artist, I thought her
perspective would be a perfect
fit. She understands that we are
a teaching gallery and that our

The highest mountain in the United
States is Mount Whitney in California.

(Find the answer on page 3)

Romney and his Vice Presidential candidate,
Paul Ryan’s home states respectively.
Both states meant more electoral votes for
either man, with Wisconsin gaining ten electoral
votes and Massachusetts gaining eleven votes.
Freshmen Shane Seniour said of the results,
“Not that big of a surprise at all considering how
liberal both states happen to be.”
Freshmen Brook Brown stated, “I think
they picked the wrong states to be from.
Naturally, they’ve always leaned away from the
Republicans slightly.”
“I think the fact that they lost their home
states shows that the people there do not trust
Romney and Ryan, and believe they weren’t the
right candidates or that those states had true
Democratic supporters and Romney and Ryan
couldn’t convince them to flip sides,” freshmen
Jacob Meyer said.
Both competitors had terrific campaigns, but
for Romney and Ryan, losing their home states
was a death blow.
Obama won in Wisconsin with 52.8 percent of
the vote, gaining over 1.6 million votes, while
Massachusetts was a different story. Obama
See HOPE on P. 2
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Parkland Art Gallery is hosting an event which revolves around contemporary photography. The event opened to the public on
November 12 and runs through Feb. 2, 2013.

HOPE
continued from page 1

won handily, gaining 60.8
percent of the vote, leading to
1.9 million votes in total.
Perhaps contributing to the
final results, many believed
that Romney’s campaign was
hampered in the long run
by the fact that he changed
his mind on certain issues.
Obama, meanwhile, stood fast
with his beliefs in saving the
country and helping it recover
from this awful debt that the
country finds itself in now.
“I think if Romney would
have been more specific earlier
in the race and less vague in
general about his policies and
five-point plan, he may have
gotten more voters on his side
earlier. He also came off to me
as a jerk in the first two debates
I watched,” Meyer stated.
Seniour explained, “To gain

more voters, he would have to
target the younger, first-time
voters so that they know a lot
more about his plans and his
policies.”
Certain states voted the
opposite way than was
projected,
which
created
questions of why certain
states were changing. Maybe
they were changing because of
what they felt about a certain
competitor or they did so
because of the overall need for
change.
With
states
switching
parties, it created for an
interesting election.
“I’m democratic, so I’m
happy that the states are
leaning democratic. But there
should be some balance and
the states still should select
Republicans for other positions
like house and senate,” Meyer
mentioned.
Having a fair and truthful
campaign is something that

is extremely rare among
elections nowadays.
More
competitors are resulting to
social networking to defuse
their problems, because that is
how these men keep in touch
with the younger audience.
This is one of the main
reasons for Obama’s win,
because
he
broadcasted
towards the younger audience
instead of just the older
demographic, which is what
Romney did, and did well.
Today, these methods are not
enough to win you an election.
To succeed, a candidate must
reach the younger generations
as well. Social networking
today is what they respond to.
Only time will tell whether
President Obama will keep
the promises he made on the
campaign trail. And if he does,
we must wait to see if his
measures are effective.

Not all of the pieces in the
exhibition are photographs.
There are two videos that
experience the same type of
art in the gallery, as well. They
include one called “Strange
Attractors,” also by Michael
Sherwin.
There is also a piece by
S. Gayle Stevens called
“Calligraphy,” which details
a series of photographs that
are showcased in wet-plate
tintype photogenic drawings
of several forms of life.
According to the artist, it
is inspired by “cabinets of
curiosity,” collections from
the 17th century and are the
precursor of museums. She
also mentions that, in her piece,
she renders her drawings of

Prospectus News
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these portraits in wet plate
collision.
“By
manipulating
the
development process, I create
the supportive background
for my collaged imagery
and pictographs,” Stevens
explained.
Future exhibitions in the
Parkland College Art Gallery
include “John Ekstrom in
Retrospect: Paintings and
Drawings,” which will begin
early February of next year,
as well as the annual Student
Exhibition, which will begin
later in the next year.
The exhibition “Shift” will
be in the art gallery until
February 2 of next year. For
more information, pick up a
brochure at the Art Gallery or
visit artgallery.parkland.edu.

Satisfaction in U.S.

The percentage of Americans who now say they’re satisfied
with the way things are going in the U.S. is lower than it was
in August for past presidents who then won re-election.
Ratings during Barack Obama’s presidency:
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Where the cobra lives.
2012 COMPLETE TO COMPETE
YOUTH PLEDGE CONTEST
Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society invites Parkland students to participate in our
“Complete to Compete” youth Pledge Contest.
The challenge:
Create a 2-5 minute video or PowerPoint presentation for either students in
grades 4 and 5 or middle school students (grades 6-8) highlighting the importance
of high school completion, using the “I Can Complete Youth Pledge” in your
presentation.
The Rules:
•
Be Creative
•
Present age appropriate material (target audiences will be either grade     
school or middle school students)
•
Provide educational and accurate facts
•
Stay within the 2-5 minute time limit
•
Submit your presentation either
•
on a DVD to Phi Theta Kappa mailbox in Student Life Office, or
•
by email to phithetakappa@parkland.edu
NO LATER than 5:00 PM on December 10th. Please include your name, email
address, and telephone number, and indicate which age-group you are targeting.
•
By submitting an entry, you agree to allow your submitted work to be
distributed to area elementary and middle schools to be used for their students,
and you agree to give Phi Theta Kappa permission to post your submission to You
Tube.

40 Spring
Semester
Leases
Available!

The Pledge (must be incorporated into your presentation):
•
I promise to stay in school through high school graduation.
•
I promise to try my best to get good grades.
•
I promise to respect my teachers and classmates.
•
I promise to help my classmates keep their own promises.
The Prizes:
Grand Prize: $50 Amazon GIFT CARD (one awarded)
First and Second Place Winners will each receive a $15 gift certificate to local
movie theaters.

For more information:  Email phithetakappa@parkland.edu.

CONTACT US:

2002 W. Bradley Ave. - Champaign, IL 61821
(217) 531-3838 - www.ParklandPoint.com
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On your honor: How to achieve academic integrity
Katie Kretchmer
Student Health 101
In the spring of 2011, Alyse
C., now a student at University
of Mount Union in Alliance,
Ohio, was struggling in one of
her marketing classes. “I just
wanted to do well enough on
the exam that I could pull my
grade up to a C or something,”
she says. She found some tips
online about how to hide her
notes and see them during
the test. “Of course, my
teacher caught me. He didn’t
embarrass me in front of the
class, but he took my exam
away.”
After the exam, Alyse’s
professor spoke to her, and
they went to the dean. Alyse
says she feels very lucky to
have gotten just a warning
and an F, and she says she will
never do it again. “It wouldn’t
have been worth getting
kicked out of school,” she says.
Pam Frederick, dean of
student services at Germanna
Community
College
in
Fredericksburg,
Virginia,
warns that cheating can affect
more than your academic
career.
“Government employers do
background checks and the
first thing they do is come to
my office to see if there’s a
disciplinary file,” she says. “So
if students have been reported
for academic dishonesty there
is a file. Cheating could cost
them their job.”
Frederick adds that any
record like this could also
prevent a student from
transferring from a two-year
community college to a fouryear school.
James Black, director of
the Center for Academic
Achievement at Susquehanna
University in Selinsgrove,
Pennsylvania, says, “I believe
for the most part, students
don’t intend to cheat. More
often than not, they get

students to cheat.
S.O.S.
If you do find yourself in
trouble, whether it’s a time
crunch or you are struggling
with the material, ask for help.
If you are utterly overwhelmed,
let your professors know as
soon as possible. They may be
more sympathetic earlier in
the process, rather than to an
eleventh-hour plea for extra
time.
Protect Yourself
Finally, avoid temptation.
“Cheating on exams is rarely
premeditated,” says David
Rettinger, executive director
of The Center For Honor,
Leadership, and Service at the
University of Mary Washington
in Fredricksburg, Virginia. “It
is much more commonly a
crime of opportunity.” That is,
a student finds him or herself in
a situation where the answers
are available.

Photo by Anitta C. Charlson/Atlanta Journal-Constitution/MCT

A student fills in his answer to the practice test question for a standardized test, in Roswell, Georgia.
overwhelmed and panic.”
Here’s how you can avoid
the situations that lead to
cheating and other violations
of academic integrity.
Know the Rules
To start, be sure you know
what exactly is considered
cheating.
Most students understand
that they shouldn’t copy or
obtain the answers to an exam
in advance. But some are a
little fuzzy on the finer points
of what is considered cheating.
“But not knowing the rules is
not an excuse,” says Brandon
K., a student at Oklahoma City
University.
Your school and professors

probably made a point of
explaining academic integrity
policies from the moment
you registered for classes.
“Unfortunately, most students
don’t see it as important
unless it’s tied to a grade,”
says Teddi Fishman, director
of the International Center for
Academic Integrity.
But ultimately, it’s up to
students to understand, and
abide by, the rules. If you are
unsure of your school’s policy,
your student handbook is a
good place to look.
Do You Copy?
Academic integrity isn’t just
about cheating. It’s also about
respect for other people’s work

and ideas, be it your fellow
students’ or the words and
ideas expressed in research
material. Reusing even your
own work from a different
class, without your professor’s
explicit
permission,
is
considered plagiarism.
Steven
Salter,
Student
Access and Wellness Manager
at Ashford University online,
warns that professors have
tools that can help them detect
plagiarism.
“[These allow] an instructor
or student to see how closely
a paper resembles source
material,” he says.
If you are unclear on proper
citation conventions—how to
document sources and ideas in

your work—visit your school’s
writing lab, speak with a
peer tutor, or consult your
instructors.
Plan Ahead
Time management skills
can help ensure that you stay
on top of your assignments
and class work, reducing the
pressure that sometimes leads

A safer driving experience

1. Sensors could
be installed along
roads to monitor traffic
conditions along with
dedicated short-range
communications gear
to transmit information
to drivers

A mammoth initiative under study by state and
federal agencies, dubbed the "connected vehicle”
program, would use Silicon Valley technology to
change how we drive. The project, planned to be
operating by 2019, would outfit cars with tech
gadgets so they can communicate with other
vehicles and roadside equipment about various
traffic hazards.

2. Roadside
equipment could
be in traffic signs,
signals, cameras
and attached
to poles

3. Equipment
needed for this
system would be in
cars allowing them
to communicate with
each other

4. Existing
cellphone towers
may be used to
receive highway traffic
information from cars
and sensors and send
that information back
to drivers about
possible hazards

In reality, cheating harms
everyone. It can skew curved
grading, make professors and
other students distrustful,
and wear down the culture
of integrity on campus.
Frederick says that, one way
or another, cheating will catch
up with you. “You need to
learn the material because you
can’t fake it if you’re trying to
perform your job.”
Students can access the
Parkland College Student
Health 101 magazine online
at
http://readsh101.com/
parkland.html. Copyright 2012
Student Health 101

WE
DELIVER!

5. Wire sensors

known as “loop
detectors,” embedded
in the pavement,
could provide data
on traffic speeds,
volumes

6. Drivers could get real-time

warnings about such hazards as
slippery road conditions, accidents
ahead of them, approaching
emergency vehicles and when it's
unsafe to change lanes, cross
intersections or pass other cars

FREAKY FAST
Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Caltrans
Graphic: Chuck Todd, Bay Area News Group

© 2012 MCT

Fact or Fiction?
Fiction: Mount McKinley,
or Denali, in Alaska, is the
highest mountain peak in
North America. It’s summit
reaches over 20,000 feet
above sea level.

DELIVERY!
©2011 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Let’s get down to business.
 $2,400 Transfer Scholarship
 Convenient locations located
close to home and work
 Flexible class schedules
 Accelerated Bachelor
Degree completion programs*
 Graduation rate ranking in the top 5
among private, not-for-profit
universities in Illinois
 Dual Degree Programs allow you
to earn a Bachelor's and Master's
Degrees simultaneously

Transfer
your
entire
Associate Degree
to
Robert Morris
University!
*Programs and schedules vary by campus

800.762.5960

robertmorris.edu

Robert Morris University is a private, not-for-profit associate, baccalaureate, and master's degree-granting institution, accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges
and Schools (230 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60604, 312.263.0456).
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Driven to distraction: Our wired generation
Larry Rosen
The Free Lance-Star
(Fredericksburg, Va.)
A recent Pew Internet & American Life
Project report surveyed 2,462 middle
school and high school advanced placement
and national writing project teachers
and concluded that: “Overwhelming
majorities agree with the assertions that
today’s digital technologies are creating
an easily distracted generation with short
attention spans and today’s students are
too ‘plugged in’ and need more time away
from their digital technologies.” Twothirds of the respondents agree with the
notion that today’s digital technologies
do more to distract students than to help
them academically.
Mind you, we are talking about teachers
who typically teach the best and brightest
students and not those who we would
generally think of as highly distractible.
Recently my research team observed
263 middle school, high school and
university students studying for a mere 15
minutes in their homes. We were interested
in whether students could maintain focus
and, if not, what might be distracting them.
Every minute we noted exactly what they
were doing, whether they were studying,
if they were texting or listening to music
or watching television in the background,
and if they had a computer screen in front
of them and what websites were being
visited.
The results were startling considering
that the students knew we were watching
them and most likely assumed we were
observing how well they were able to
study. First, these students were only able
to stay on task for an average of three
to five minutes before losing their focus.
Universally, their distractions came
from technology, including: (1) having
more devices available in their studying
environment such as iPods, laptops and
smartphones; (2) texting; and (3) accessing
Facebook.
Other researchers have found similar
attention
spans
among
computer
programmers and medical students, and
in those studies technology provided the
major sources of distraction.
We also looked at whether these
distractors might predict who was a better
student in general. Not surprisingly those
who stayed on task longer and had welldeveloped study strategies were better
students. The worst students were those
who consumed more media each day and
had a preference for switching back and
forth between several tasks at the same
time.
One additional result stunned us: If
the students checked Facebook just once
during the 15-minute study period they
had a lower grade-point average. It didn’t matter
how many times they looked at Facebook; once was
enough. Not only did social media negatively impact
their temporary focus and attention, but it ultimately
impacted their entire school performance.
So, what was going on with these students? We have
asked thousands of students this exact question and
they tell us that when alerted by a beep, a vibration,
or a flashing image they feel compelled or drawn to
attend to that stimulus. However, they also tell us
that even without the sensory intrusions they are
constantly being distracted internally by thoughts
such as, “I wonder if anyone commented on my
Facebook post” or “I wonder if my friend responded
to the text message I sent five minutes ago” or even
“I wonder what interesting new YouTube videos my
friends have liked.” Three-fourths of teens and young
adults check their devices every 15 minutes or less
and if not allowed to do so get highly anxious. And
anxiety inhibits learning.
I am convinced that learning to live with both
internal and external distractions is all about teaching
the concept of focus. In psychology we refer to the
ability to understand when you need to focus and
when it is not necessary to do so as “metacognition,”
or knowing how your brain functions. In one
recent study we found a perfect demonstration of
metacognition, albeit totally by accident. In this study
we showed a video in several psychology courses,
which was followed by a graded test.
Students were told that we might be texting them
during the videotape and to answer our text messages.
In fact, one-third did not get a text message, onethird got four texts during the 30-minute video, and
the other third got eight texts, enough, we guessed, to
distract them and make them unable to concentrate
on the video. One other wrinkle was that we timed

Illustration by John Roberge/MCT
the text messages to occur when important material
was being shown on the videotape that was going to
be tested later.
We were right that the students who got eight
texts did worse - they averaged a “D” on the test but the students who received four texts and the
students who did not receive a text message during
the video got a “C” on our test. However, a mistake in
our instructions told us more about what was going
on inside the students’ heads when the text arrived.
We told students to reply to our text messages but we
did not tell them when to reply. Those students who
manifested a knee-jerk reaction to their vibrating
phone and answered our texts immediately were
the ones who got the lower test grades. Those few
students who opted to wait a few minutes to respond
got the highest scores in the class.
After the study, when asked why they did not
respond immediately they told us that they were
waiting for a time when the videotape material
seemed less important and not likely to be on the test.
Those students were using their metacognitive skills
to decide when was a good time to be distracted and
when it was important to focus.
How do we teach focus in a world that is constantly
drawing our attention elsewhere? One strategy that
we are using in classrooms around the world is
called “technology breaks.” Here’s how it works: In
many classrooms students are allowed to use their
smartphones, tablets, or laptops as tools to search the
Web, access social media, or perform other activities
that promote learning. In such classrooms teachers
often report that in between times that students are
using their devices for schoolwork, they are checking
their email and text messages, tweeting, or accessing
social media.
A tech break starts with the teacher asking all

students to check their texts, the Web, Facebook,
whatever, for a minute and then turn the device
on silent and place it upside down on the desk in
plain sight and “focus” on classroom work for 15
minutes. The upside down device prohibits external
distractions from vibrations and flashing alerts and
provides a signal to the brain that there is no need
to be internally distracted since an opportunity to
“check in” will be coming soon.
At the end of the 15-minute focus time the teacher
declares a tech break and the students take another
minute to check in with their virtual worlds followed
by more focus times and more tech breaks. The trick
is to gradually lengthen the time between tech breaks
to teach students how to focus for longer periods of
time without being distracted. I have teachers using
this in classrooms, parents using it at the dinner
table or at a restaurant, and bosses using tech breaks
during meetings with great success. So far, though,
the best we can get is about 30 minutes of focus thanks
to Steve Jobs (and others) for making such alluring,
distracting technologies.
Technology is not going to disappear from our world
and, in fact, it is only going to get more appealing as
screens become sharper, video become clearer, and
touch screens become the norm, all of which attract
our sensory system and beckon us to pay attention to
them rather than schoolwork or the people in front
of us.
With more electronic social connections in our
lives internal distractors are also increasing and
tech breaks can be used to train the brain to focus
without the worry and anxiety about what we might
be missing in our virtual social world.
———
(c) 2012 The Free Lance-Star (Fredericksburg,
Va.)

		Major in
Psychology at
			Elmhurst
You’ll find the complete package. Our outstanding Department of
Psychology offers you a personal, powerful education at one of the best
liberal arts colleges in the Midwest. You’ll test ways to describe, predict—
even change—human behavior. You’ll balance the study of cutting-edge
theory with its applications in the real world. You’ll enjoy opportunities
for sophisticated student research. And you’ll join a friendly community
of learners who challenge one another to better understand themselves,
their society, and their world.

A top college.
It’s official: Elmhurst College is among
the best in the Midwest. Check out
“America’s Best Colleges,” the influential
study by U.S. News & World Report.
Elmhurst College ranks among the top
colleges in the Midwest and is also one of
the best values in the region, according
to the survey. Elmhurst also appears in
The Princeton Review’s most recent list
of top colleges in the Midwest, earning
especially high marks for financial aid
offerings, faculty and quality of life.
Get real.
Our first-rate internship program offers
you opportunities to gain not only realworld experience but also course credit.
You’ll complete internships at the Chicago
area’s major schools, hospitals, corporations and organizations. You’ll experience
psychology at work through hands-on

Contact us
(630) 617-3400
admit@elmhurst.edu
www.elmhurst.edu/transfer
190 Prospect Avenue
Elmhurst, Illinois 60126
facebook.com/ElmCol
twitter.com/ElmhurstCollege

projects with organizations like the
Interfaith Respite House. And you’ll
have the chance to join our campus
Psychology Club and our chapter of
the national psychology honor society,
Psi Chi.
Go far.
You’ll enjoy unlimited access to field
experiences throughout the Chicago
area. You’ll reflect on ethical and moral
issues and address social problems
through hands-on service. You can even
study abroad in such countries as Turkey,
Russia, Morocco, Costa Rica or on the
Pacific Rim. You’ll build the strongest
possible foundation for success in
professional life.

For students 24 and up.
Adult learners come to class well equipped
with skills, knowledge and experience.
Elmhurst gives credit where credit is due.
You can earn up to 32 semester hours for
significant learning beyond the classroom. And you can major in one of our
accelerated programs such as business
administration, managerial communication,
information technology and psychology.
Adult students may qualify for transfer
scholarships of up to $18,000 per year;
Phi Theta Kappa members may be
eligible for an additional $2,000.
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Intermmediate Sudoku Puzzles, Volume 3, Book 50

Classifieds

Sudoku
(intermediate)
Sudoku
#5

YOUR AD HERE

1 2
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SUBLET: Parkland Point Apartment sublet for female.
One bedroom plus common area in a three bedroom
apartment.  Normally $550, but will reduce price to
$500/monthly. Text/call 217-840-3446.

HIRING: The Ultimate Tan - accepting applications
for part- time sales associates with open availability
including days. Apply in person at 1909 W. Springfield

6
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7

3

2
2 1 4
6
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6
1
5
7
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© 2012 KrazyDad.com

BREWSTER ROCKIT

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.

The TV Crossword

If you use logicDECEMBER
you can solve the
puzzle
without guesswork.
FOR RELEASE
10,
2011
Need a little help? The hints page shows a logical order to solve the puzzle.

Use it to identify
the next square
you should solve.Puzzle
Or use the answers page
Los Angeles Times
Daily
Crossword
if you really get stuck.

Edited
by Rich NorrisE.
andMathews
Joyce Lewis
By
Jacqueline

xkcd.com

ACROSS
1 Engage in
logrolling
5 Not quite right
8 Life Savers, e.g.
13 Miss __
14 Depression era
prog.
15 1983 World
Cup skiing
champ
McKinney
16 Abel, vis-à-vis
Adam: Abbr.
17 Try
18 Saw
19 Controversial
fuel
21 Annoys
22 “No way!”
23 Kyrgyzstan
border town
24 Birmingham
band, briefly
25 Fed. auditing
agency
26 Shout
27 Entered
29 But, to Brutus
30 Replete
31 Divisions
politiques
34 Pig thief of
rhyme
35 Waterproof
boots brand
36 One arriving
during the
overture, say
38 Literary
contraction
39 Platoon
provender
40 Lending letters
41 Small trip
44 Words With
Friends, e.g.
45 Macavity
creator’s
monogram
46 Idle fancy
48 Tray carrier,
perhaps
50 Series of clips
51 Sleep inducer
52 Airport screening
org.

12/10/11

By Robert A. Doll

53 They’re above
pvts.
54 Kisser
55 Overseas assent
56 Playground
rejoinder
57 Corporate __
58 45, say: Abbr.
59 No longer
hidden
DOWN
1 No-goodnik
2 Summer cooler
3 Form hastily, as
judgment
4 Old Renault
5 In agreement
6 Inconsequential
7 It doesn’t last
8 Feature of many
a monster movie
9 Troublemakers
10 Passed the test
in a big way
11 Mountain
demarcation
12 “Teen Angel” et
al.
15 Enticing ad
20 Called for

Friday’s Puzzle Solved

(c)2011 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

21 Nonsense
28 Harrow rival
29 Leave be
30 Stem at sea
31 Quick Draw
McGraw alter
ego with a guitar
for a weapon
32 Roofer’s material
33 With
consequences
34 In shape

12/10/11

37 Sock seller
38 Joseph’s second
son
40 Elicits a scolding
41 Distressed
request
42 Ultimatum words
43 Protestant cleric
47 Layered
minerals
49 Auto title datum
52 Perch for a puma

I have two very rare photographs: one is a picture of Houdini locking
his keys in his car; the other is a rare photograph of Norman Rockwell
beating up a child.
-- Steven Wright

Place your classified here for only $5 per week.
Ads must be less than three lines or 30 words.
Contact our ad department today!
217-351-2206 or prospectusads@parkland.edu

4
1
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Transferring a team effort for Cobra athletes
Mark Roughton
Sports Writer
Every year, the second week
of November signals the early
signing period for college
athletes. For those looking to
continue their playing careers,
this is the first moment in
which they pledge their
allegiances to another school
for the following fall.
With this year’s national
signing day occurring on
November 14, the process
has now begun for all Cobra
athletes who have not already
committed to new schools.
There are many important
things that go into helping
an athlete find a new school.
One key to it all is the Cobras
athletic
department
and
coaches.
One coach that is especially
helpful during this process is
Cobras Baseball Head Coach
Matt Kennedy.
“We just try to expose
our guys, educate our guys
and get them in front of the
right people,” Kennedy said.
“We help them a lot in those
regards.”
At the beginning of the fall
season, Kennedy sends out a
mass email to all coaches he
knows as well as coaches of
schools that each sophomore
believes they would like to
attend.
This helps to jump-start the
process and gets his players
some exposure with coaches.
One player who benefited
from the exposure was early
Lipscomb University signee
Jason Ziegler.
“Kennedy definitely helped
me out a lot,” Ziegler said. “He
contacted schools and talked
to a lot of coaches for me.”
Lipscomb University is a
Division I baseball program
located in Nashville, Tenn.
Exposure is also a big part of
the process for golf standout
David Keenan from Catlin, Ill.
For a player that has
offers from the University of
Evansville as well as Chicago
State, the finale of the fall
season for the Cobras in the
Chicago State Tournament was

Photo by Craig Towsley/ Prospectus News

Jason Ziegler is one of the early signees and will be playing baseball for Lipscomb University in Nashville, Tenn. starting the fall
semester of 2013.
huge.
“I met the coaches at one
point but we didn’t get to
talk about me playing there,”
Keenan said.
Cobras Golf Head Coach
Zach McNabney saw the
opportunities available to
players such as Keenan when
he made up the tournament
schedules for fall and spring.
“We try and play in
tournaments that have fouryear schools there,” McNabney
pointed out. “I try and give the
guys opportunities as well,
which means I can then sit and
talk to coaches too.”
Cobras
Men’s
Soccer
Head Coach Mark Sikora
uses a philosophy similar to
Kennedy’s.
“I try to network with a lot

of coaches about my players,”
Sikora said.
Even with all the effort the
coaches put in to help their
players gain exposure, a lot
of the weight falls on the
shoulders of the athletes in a
world of recruiting that isn’t
exactly a perfect science.
“It starts really when they’re
freshmen to make contact with
the next possible schools,”
Sikora explained. “The earlier
you can get yourself in a
recruiting cycle, the better off
you’re going to be.”
This allows for coaches
from an athletes prospective
schools more time to see them
play as well as scout them to
make a decision on whether
they will pursue that athlete.
“A lot of it has to be

them selling themselves,”
McNabney said. “I do kind of
throw it into the players’ hands
and say, ‘Where do you want to
go?’”
The
Parkland
Baseball
Program handles the offseason recruiting process a
little bit differently.
“We tell our guys to worry
about what they’re doing here
and let us take the reins on all
that stuff,” Baseball Coach
Matt Kennedy said. “All they
have to do is communicate,
talk and be real when coaches
call them.”
Kennedy and his assistant
coaches send out videos of all
their sophomores to certain
schools that their players
decide on before the process
begins in early fall.

Once athletes have narrowed
down a list of schools, it’s up
to them to schedule visits to
those schools to gain further
knowledge from a first-hand
experience there.
There are certain things that
these athletes look for when on
any visit.
“Academics are always
important, and I’ve always
dreamed of playing Division
I baseball down south so it
was a great opportunity and I
couldn’t pass it up,” Sophomore
pitcher Jason Ziegler said.
David Keenan has a similar
plan in mind for when he
takes his visits to prospective
schools Chicago State and
Evansville.
“Obviously I need a coach
that could help me get better,

academics play into it as well
if I could go somewhere with a
strong business program,” he
said. “I mean really I’d just like
to go somewhere where I can
improve.”
A key for all studentathletes is to find a place that
offers fitting opportunities
academically as well as
athletically for them to
succeed.
“You just get that feeling
when you get on campus if that
school is right for you or not,”
Ziegler said.
The coaches for these
prospective athletes are there
throughout the entire process
to give help and advice.
“I try to tell them the
number one thing is, ‘Where
do you want to get your degree
from?’” Sikora mentioned.
“I tell them to do some
research and look at the
make-up
of
the
team,”
McNabney added.
“You have to find a spot
where you’re going to play, that
you’re wanted, academically
you’re going to reach your
goal of obtaining a degree
and a coaching staff that you
can relate well to,” Kennedy
explained.
Once the decision is made
after weighing all those
factors, the hard part of the
process is complete.
The athlete will then fill
in his or her signature on a
national letter of intent saying
they will attend the given
school in the coming year. That
letter of intent is then faxed to
the school to be entered into
records making the process
official.
Jason Ziegler is not the only
one who has reached a decision.
Sophomore Brett Haan has
chosen Purdue, sophomore
Will Polley will attend Iowa
and redshirt freshman Sam
Thoele is headed for Arkansas
in Little Rock.
Athletes from all other
Cobra sports are continuing
that ongoing process hoping to
find that fit for themselves to
continue their playing careers
beyond Parkland College.

Both Cobras Basketball teams start strong
Spencer Brown
Sports Writer
The holiday season is upon
us. Thanksgiving has passed but the
players of the men’s and women’s
basketball teams surely are grateful
for their start to the season.
There will be plenty more to share if
the Cobras performance is consistent
while improving.
Karrie Redeker is no stranger to
the Parkland sideline.
She is now in her sixth season
coaching the women’s team and is
poised to take them to the next level.
Redeker’s mission is to push this
team to Nationals after an absence
last year.
A rather young team from last
season that finished 20-11 has
returned seven players. They are
making their impact felt.
The first challenge of the season
was the Waubonsee Classic. After
crushing Ancilla College in the
semifinal by a margin of 54 points, the
team was headed to the championship.
Lindsay Lenon led the Lady Cobras
with 12 points in a tight victory over
Waubonsee Community College. It
was the fifth straight championship
in this tourney for the Cobras. Lenon
was named tourney MVP.
Three of the next four games
were victories including a 66-56 win
over Division I opponent Jefferson
College.
Redeker’s team did suffer one
hiccup in this early season.
The University of Illinois Club
team obstructed a perfect start to the
season with a 73-64 win at Parkland
College.
Sophomore forward Uzuri Williams,
though a bit disappointed, was certain
that this was a mere blemish that
should have never occurred.
The team’s next performance
certainly supported this theory.
No. 19 Prairie State fell victim to
the Lady Cobras in the last game of
the team’s five game home stand by a
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Cobras guard Beau Swinford attempts a three pointer during the team’s 74-42 home victory over Prairie State, Nov.
20, 2012.
score of 71-49.
Williams did her part with 9
points and 5 rebounds. Lexi Taylor
contributed 8 points, 6 rebounds and
13 assists. Lenon led the way with 20
points.
Currently ranked No. 20, the Lady
Cobras have jumped out to a 6-1 start.
They began the season 6-1 during
the 2010-11 campaign and went on to
finish 34-3 and second at Nationals.
They also started 6-1 last season
and missed Nationals.
Experience will be the measure of
success.

For the men, there’s a new face on
the sideline.
The hometown hero on the court,
Anthony Figueroa, is trying to become
a hometown hero on the sideline.
He enters his first season as the
head coach and is making quite
the impression, considering the
circumstances.
After Nate Mast’s departure
following three seasons at the helm,
Figueroa was selected to fill the
position.
Figueroa opted to leave another
coaching job he had held for only a

month and a half. Adding to that, he
was hired in the middle of recruiting
season.
In what is perhaps a testament to
his recruiting abilities, charisma or
coaching style, he has generated a
bit of early success in a shortened
amount of time.
A mixture of returning players,
recruits and transfers has bolstered
the team’s 5-2 record.
Most important about those five
wins is the level of competition.
The
Cobras
defeated
three
consecutive Division I opponents

on their way to winning the Laker
Classic.
They defeated them convincingly.
Sophomore Mark Gilchrese led the
charge as he was named tournament
MVP. 16 points, 10 rebounds and 8
assists in the championship game
probably swayed the vote.
Much can be said about transfers
Cedric Smith and Dominique Walls.
Both have either led the team in
major statistical categories or have
been very productive in every game.
There is genuine joy and excitement
surrounding this team. They are very
tuned in and focused on winning.
However, this team seems to have
had one Achilles heel this season.
It came in the form of Lincoln Trail
College.
Both losses this season have come
at the hands of Lincoln Trail. The total
margin of defeat has been 5 points.
Both Lincoln Trail and rival Lincoln
College are sure to be opponents to
watch out for later on down the road.
Figueroa’s team has bounced back
in a major way after both losses.
The latest trampoline act was a
74-42 demolishing over previously
unbeaten No. 21 Prairie State. The
Cobras shot an impressive 47% from
the field and the bench outscored the
Pioneers 41-0.
So far this team has won their five
games by an average of over 17 points
per contest.
A stat that may be a bit troubling is
that they are 1-2 in games decided by
5 points or less.
Hopefully, they will adjust and
close strong as the season moves
forward.
The Cobras are back in action
November 29 against Milikin Junior
Varsity in Decatur, Ill. The Lady
Cobras will also play Milikin Junior
Varsity December 1 at home.
For more information on men’s
and women’s basketball, visit www.
parkland.edu/athletics.
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Craig adds new depth to OO7 in “Skyfall”
Mace Mackiewicz
Staff Writer
“Skyfall” is the third film
in the James Bond reboot
featuring Daniel Craig, and
the 23rd Bond Film overall.
The film takes place shortly
after “Quantum of Solace” but
viewers don’t necessarily have
to see the first two films to be
able to follow this one.
“Skyfall” begins with its best
foot forward with an intense
action scene like the first two
did. Car and motorcycle chases
on top of roofs and shootouts
were part of the action.
The mission Bond is on ends
up getting botched and he
ends up critically wounded.
This begins the title music
sequence which is as visually
and audibly stunning as anyone
could expect from a Bond film.
“Skyfall” goes through
Bond’s recovery and eventual
return to London after a
terrorist attack on the MI6
headquarters. This portion of
the film shows some character
development for the Bond
character that’s never really
been done before. At least, it’s
more in-depth than it has been
in the past.
Judy Dench plays a huge
role. Mistakes from the past
come back to haunt her and
she delivers some of the best
heartwarming lines in a movie.
This film also brings a return
and reimagining of a beloved
character. Longtime fans of
the Bond films will recognize
the name Q, if not his current
appearance. This time around,
Q isn’t just there to give Bond
his gadgets and send him off
on missions.
Another aspect of the
character is the nature of the
gadgets he provides 007. The
gadgets Q gave Bond in this
film are actually feasible and
aren’t as crazy as an invisible
car or an exploding pen. Q has
an increased role as a character
in this film. His intelligence
is an asset used to face the
enemy in the computer side of
things while Bond handles the
physical side.
Bond, in all of these
movies, has been wonderfully
portrayed by Daniel Craig
and this film is definitely
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Daniel Craig (left) and Javier Bardem star in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures/Columbia Pictures/EON Productions’ action adventure “Skyfall.”
his strongest portrayal yet.
After coming off of what
some would consider a
disappointment in “Quantum
of Solace,” this film goes back
to the non-superhuman Bond
that audiences met in “Casino
Royal.”
This film sees Craig’s Bond
as a human and believable
protagonist. “Skyfall” even
gives us more depth to the
character by showing his
roots. It shows that he was an
orphan and reenacts his being

chosen as an agent.
The villain in this film is
the first Bond villain that has
been around for years. He
is a genuine threat and the
characters around him portray
him as such.
His
lines,
speeches,
entrances and quirks all work
together to show how much of
a genius he is while showing
how crazy and tortured he is
at the same time.
“Skyfall” is also one of the
most beautifully shot films that

have been in theaters for quite
a while. The way the film is
shot is stunning. And still, the
best part is the story.
“Skyfall” is definitely a
celebration of the Bond films
and it’s the best possible way
to do the celebration.
The climax of this film is
done beautifully, as well. Bond
and his enemies are equally
matched
and
everything
comes down to tactics and
smarts rather than who has the
better guns or grunts.

Although the climax does
include an explosion that would
make Michael Bay jealous,
it’s tastefully accomplished
and doesn’t seem to be overly
computer-generated.
This film deserved a 9.5 for
having so much substance and
using its cast and assets well.
This honestly might be the best
film of the year and even gives
Batman a run for the money. If
given the chance anyone who
is a Bond fan or a fan of cinema
should see this.

The general consensus on
this film has been positive
with a 92% on rotten tomatoes,
an 8.1 on IMDB and an 81 on
MetaCritic.
For the score on Rotten
Tomatoes,
visit
www.
rottentomatoes.com/m/
skyfall/, for information on
IMDB, go to www.imdb.com/
title/tt1074638/ and for the
score on MetaCritic, vsit www.
metacritic.com/movie/skyfall.

Wii U showcases impressive new specs
Mace Mackiewicz
Staff Writer
On Sunday, November 18,
Nintendo released its first venture
into a powerful HD console with the
new Wii U system. This is a console that
tries something new with a gamepad that
has a touchscreen.
The system itself is the most compact
system anyone could acquire at the moment.
At about half the size of an Xbox 360, one
should be able to fit the console into their
entertainment area.
The Wii U is completely backwardscompatible with all Wii games. It allows you
to transfer the data from your Wii to your
Wii U. There is no worry about losing saved
data or any downloaded games from your
previous system.
The systems graphics are hard to gauge
since most games that are on sale are ports
of previous games. For the most part, it
seems as if it is as powerful as the other
consoles but it’s impossible to say what its
limitations may be at this time.
The Wii U featured quite a robust launch
line-up alongside most of the games made
available to download on day one.
The online features of the system are
vastly improved from previous Nintendo
systems. Adding friends is much easier
on this console than it had been on the Wii
and DS. It’s not necessary to have a “friend
code” specific for each game any longer.
The Wii U gamepad is quite the
controller. It’s comfortable in one’s hands
and shouldn’t be hard to get used to. The
screen’s resolution is also high.
It also features some secrets that weren’t
really explicitly explained by Nintendo before.
For example, if there’s a game you want to play,
the gamepad requires a Wii-mote. The console
contains a built in sensor that allows you to keep
the game on it as a substitute to a TV.
The speakers in the controller are impressive.
They aren’t a novelty like the Wii-mote speakers
were. The controller plays the music from the
game in decent quality.

Wii U Features
• Tri Core, 3 GHz PowerPC-based 45nm CPU,  
    very similar to the Xbox 360 chip. The CPU
features 2 MB cache, 1 MB for Core 0, and
512 KB for cores 1 and 2
•  2 GB RAM: 1 GB is allocated for games and
is shared between the CPU and the GPU, while
1 GB is allocated to the operating system.
•   Custom 40nm AMD GPU with 32 MB
embedded eDRAM and unified shader
architecture
•  25 GB Blu-ray based disc
•  8 / 32 GB internal flash memory
•   Custom, Nintendo-made Wii U operating
system that runs on a separate, ARM-based
processor.
•   Dedicated 120 MHz audio processor, 6
channel audio for console, 2 channel for
controller
•  512 MB separate on-board flash storage
for the OS only

The controller seems to be 3-D enabled which
was never thoroughly clarified by Nintendo.
Whether someone should buy the Wii U right
now is based on what types of games they want
to play and if they think they can wait until more
games become available. The system has some
fun games available right now but none of them
can be considered system-sellers.
If someone does buy a Wii U, one game many

would recommend is “New Super Mario Bros.
U” which has a score of 83 on MetaCritic.
Another recommended game would be one
that’s considered download-only. It is called
“Little Inferno.” It’s a truly unique and new
experience for a video game.
Over this holiday season, it may be difficult
to get a Wii U, but no one should fret just yet.
There’s nothing available worth busting down

doors to get the system for. It’s doubtful that the
system will be as hard to get as the Wii was for
a couple of years.
For other impressions on the Wii U, visit
www.joystiq.com/2012/11/18/review-nintendowii-u/ or visit kotaku.com/5961536/wii-u-thekotaku-review.

